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1. Introduction 

1.1 Backgn>und and Pornose of this discussion oaoer 

Alter many yems of steady movement toward an expanded role for govemment in environmental 

regulation, the direction begau to shitl recently. Under the influence of ideas favoring a reduction or 

abandonment of “the old command and control @em”; and in response to huge debts and deficits that 

made downsizing a key component of this new political agenda’; decision-makers in bath the public and 

private sectors bave increasingly explored alternatives to regulation, including vohmtq agreements, 

codes of conduct, Memomnda of Understanding, and economic instruments. 

These developments bave evoked respooses mnging from celebration to condemnation. 

Supporters contend that non-regulatory approaches encourage businesses to go “beyond compliance”; are 

more efficient and flexible; and lead to research and innovation to find better production methods based 

on Ieading edge technology. * Though critics reject these arguments, and mise concems about the 

possible dangers of substiluting new approaches for regulation, thorough consideration of thcse 

alternatives is high on the agenda of decision-makers in most parts of the globe. In canada, the National 

Round Table on Environment and Economy (NRTEE) has played a leading role in expl6ring the 

application of these instmments, and has recently established a Task Force to cany on this work, with 

special attention paid to what has been called “greening the budget.” 

The budget recommeadations made to date by the NOTEE Task Force on,Economic Instmments 

cmstitute a series of very specific recommendations. As set out in the letter of invitation, the purpose of 

the October 23 workshop is to genemte discussion whlch Will assist in developing a broader context for 

future work on the topic of green budgets. The Task Force. seeks to find a middle ground between the more 

narrowly focused, incremental budget measures recommended to date and the wholesale revamping of 

govemment budgeting representexl by the concept of “ecological taxation.“’ Accordingly, Workshop 

discussions Will emphasize measmes which cari be taken in the “middle-term” - the 1999-2000 budget 

’ These ideas have been labeled “neoconservative”, but over the past decade they bave 
informed the agenda of parties and governments from many parts of the polffical spectrum. 
’ See for example Mike Kelly. “Market Correction: Economie Incentives for Sustainable 
Development.” NRTEE, November 1992. Similar points are made in a very recent OECD 
publication, Evaluatina Economie Instruments for Environmental Policy (1997). Claims about the 
advantages of economic instruments are typically qualffied by the phrase “in principle” or “in 
theoty” because as the OECD reports, “few formal evaluations of economic instruments have 
been conducted in member countries.” (p. 10) We Will revisit this point in the Conclusion. 
3 See William E. Rees, “More Jobs, Less Damage: A Frameworkfor Sustainabiltty. Growth and 
Employment,” and Rees, ‘Taxing Combustion and Rehabilftating Forests: Achieving 
Sustainabitiiy, Growth and Employment through Energy Policy,” both in Alternatives, vol. 21, no. 
4, ~&/NOV., 1995. The definition of ecological taxation used in this paper appears below. 
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(which would bave. to be recommended by the Task Force approximately one year from now) and one or 

two budgets a%r that. 4 

This middle-term focus rqdres that the Task Force do two things over the coming year - 

Cor&der general principles which should inform budget greening; and then recommend specific budget 

actions which flow from those principles. Since the spectics are dependent upon the general principles, 

this paper, written at the beginning of this process, is primarily concerned only with the latter. Spxific 

budget measores at the level of detail of the 1995 rexmmendation of the Task Force that Capital Gains 

Tax be removed for a particuhu period from donations of ecologically sensitive land are beyond the 

pmview of this discussion. 

This paper provides background information which sets budget greening within the context of the 

historical development of environmental policy and the sustainable development dialogue. It then 

discosses ways in which criteria canbe developed to decide which budget instruments shoold b=e applied to 

which policy fields. Alter setting out (in a matrix) a variety of possible budget initiatives in 4 selected 

policy fields, we propose a methodology for choosing from among the many options those that appear to 

be most feasible in the medium term. We are looking for the “10~ hanging fruit” on the tree of green 

budgeting - those measores which appear to be most feasible and potentially effective in the middle term. 

What is proposed is a “rational” method of policy development. We recognize, however, that in a 

representative democracy political influences Will very properly temper any such approach.’ 

1.2 Work to date of the NRTEE? Economie Instruments Tank Force 

NRTEE’s work on green budget reform and economic instruments goes back to the begimdng of 

the decade when it published Working Papers on varions aspects of the topic. (Sec Kelly, 1992; Clement, 

190; and Cassils, 199J. Several NRTEB members served on the Task Force on Economie Instruments 

and Disincentives to Sound Environmenti Practices. This multistakeholder Task Force was established 

in the Febroary 1994 federal budget, but had only part-time vohmteer members and a very shoti reporting 

’ The “short-term” is defined as measures for this coming budget (1997-98). This year the short- 
term NRTEE focus is on measures related to private woodlots, urban brownfields, and 
endangered species on private lands. These topics are not the,subject of this discussion. The 
“long-term,” of course, refers to time after approximately 2005. 
’ “In all their decisions ministers need to weigh up costs and benefts. Uitimately their choices 
depend upon their poliiical judgements, but these should be supported by as much detailed 
analysis as possible.” U.K. Department of the Environment, Policv Abpraisal and the Fnvironment 
(London: HMSO, 1991) p. 19. 
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date. When it ended, the NRTBE members requested that a Task Force under the NR’IEE be. given a 
similar mandate to further the work begun in 1994. 

In 1995, NRTEE held a workshop to advise the Minister of Finance “on reform of energy 

taxation and subsidies”. Sexeml of the resulting recommendations were adopted in the 1996 budget. That 
same. year in May, NRTEE established the Task Force on Economie Instruments “to promote and advance 
the use of market-based approaches for envircinmenti improvement in Canada.” This Task Force was to 

work in hvo “streams”. Stream 1 involved contimdng the pmctice of convening ammal multistakeholder 
workshops on Greening the Budget. Stream 2 would involve “working with stmtegic parmers to 
achieve concrete progmss in implementing market-based approaches, going beyond the near-term tax 

policy changes.” (The current Workshop is a Stream 2 activity.) 

The outcome of the 1996 Stream 1 workshop was a further set of recommendations to the 

Minister of Finance to provide tax incentives to promote energy efficiency and tax exemptions for certain 
contributions to Environmental Restoration Tmsts6 This workshop also recommended setting up a joint 
NRTEE/Finance Working Group to consider fbrther tax system reform. 

The 1997 Stream 1 workshop Will consider specific propos& for tax incentives addressed to 
bmwnfields development, endangered species on private lands, and woodlots wbile the Stream 2 

workshop considers the approach outlined in this paper to a more general, mid-term green budgeting 
exercise. 

NR’IEE bas yet to clar@ the relationship between the carrent Task Force and a new NRTEE 
Task Force on Climate Change which Will corne into existence in early 1998, and Will inevitably consider 
economic instruments such as energy pricing and tmdeable emissions permits as part of its work. 

1.3 Definitions 

TO avoid confusion durhtg the workshop discussion, primaty tenns are dofined below. It is 
mognized that there is no one commonly accepted definition for many of these terms, especially 
“sustainable development.” The definition used hem leads to an emphasis upon resonrce conservation and 

waste and pollution policy fields. Another definition would lead the decision-making process conceming 

budget greening in a dilTerent direction, but the process outlined below for deciding on specilïc budget- 

related measmes could still ba successtülly used. 
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The most important distinction to bear in mind for pmposcs of the workshop discussion is that 
behveen the related bat distinct concepts of “economic iastroments,” “ecological taxatioa,” aad “budget 
grecning: 

Sustainable development: “meeting the ne& of present genemtions without compromising ability of 
fataro generations to meet their needs” (the Brunddaod definition) essentially involves conserving (and 

where possible enhancing) three forms of capital: (1) economic/manufactured; (2) human/adtural, (3) 

nafwal; and leaming with respect to each of these to “live off the interest”. ’ While recogaizing that 
uhimately the sostainability of all three types of capital is inter-related, for the pmposes of this “mid-term” 
budget greeaing exercise we have placcd major emphasis on sustaiaing natoral capital, which is done by 
decoupling increases in matertal living conditions jwn increased throughput ofenergy and materiais. 

Budget proeess: decision ma!&g conceming a govemmcnt’s revenues and exponditores for the coming 
year. (This term does not refer to implementation of those dccisioas.) The terms “revenue budget” and 

“eqendihue budget” are commonly used to distinguish the two aspects of the process. 

Program expenditare: any expondihue by a federal departmenf including its own staffing and 
administrative costs, cost of providing goods, services or information. 

Tax expenditure: any reduction or deferral of any’tax owcd to the federal government. 

Emission charge: aay mandatory payment to the federal govemment which is related to the use of nature 
as a siak for the disposaI of waste or pollution. Aa example might include a federal rax on mach tonne of 

hazardoas or solid waste sent to disposal. For parposes of administrative simplicity, sach payments might 
be reqaired as a licensing fee payable to the regnlatory department which is most often a provincial 

enviromnent department. Such a provincial emission charge is beyond the scope of this discussion. There 
is no juridical or ConstitutionaI reason, howcver, that emission charges could not be imposed by the 
federal govemment. 

’ See “Greening the Budget Program History”. NRTEE (n.d.) 
’ Cf. Pearce’s definition: Yhe achievement of sustainable development requites ‘bonstant capital 
stocks’ where ‘constant: must be construed to mean constant or increasing. Weak sustainabiliiy 
demands that the overall stock of capital be ‘constant’, with na special regard being paid to 
environmental capital. Strong sustainability requires that both the overall stock and the natural 
stock be ‘constant’.” David Pearce, Blueprint 3: Measurina Sustainable Develooment (1993) p. 
27 
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Product tax: any tax wbich is related to the design of a product and is to be pald by either the 
manufacturer or porchaser of the pmduct. @bis categoty combines the concepts of a maoufachuers’ and 

sales tax.) An example might include a tax on disposable cameras, intended to provide an incentive to 
manufacture and porchase fewer of them in comparison to nondisposable cameras. 

A “pmduct” is distingoished from a “resowce” by vitie of baving been processed to some degree. Those 
cutting down trees in the foreat psy a pmvincial stompage fee, but would net pay a wod prodwt tax, as 
defined here, until the tree had been processed into lumber to be wed as an input in the mmwktming 

pmcess. 

Other taxes and charges: all other mandatory payments to the fedeml govemment. Examples include 

custotns duties and all forms of licensmg or oser fees. It should be noted that these categories do net 
include any form of “resource tax,” defined as payments made to the state in exchange for the right to 
extract fmm name materials such as fossil fuels, fisb, met& or wood. Since resowce taxation is a 

primarily provincial jorisdictlon it is excluded from this discussion. 

The factor common to ail five budget categories is the intent to provide either a positive or negative 
financial incentive to bebaviour change. In this respect each of them constitotes a type of economic 
instrument. 

economic instruments: “Eccnomic instruments cari be defined as instruments that a@èct costs and 

benefits ofalternative actions open to economic agents, with the effect of injluencing behaviour in a way 

that isfmourable to the environment.“s The OECD identifies four types of economic instruments: 
chargesksxes, sobsidles, tradeable emission permits, and deposit-refimd systems. The first two types are 
clearly budget-related and are bighlighted in tbis paper. 

ecologlcal taxation: taxation intended to achieve both the purpose of generating revenue and changlng 

behavioux. Increasingly rhis tem~ is being u.sed to refer to a systematic (as opposed to piecemeal) shift in 

the entire tax structure “~awayfront income, VAT andpayroll taxes and towarak consomption taxes, 

inciuding environmental taxes. ‘j9 

>utlined in 
’ This definition is taken from Environmental Policv: How to Anolv Economie Instruments, 
OECD, Paris 1991, p. 10. The typology appears now to be standard for OECD. It is ( 
the two most recent publications, Fvaluatinglnstruments for Environmental Policy, and in 
Sustainable DevetoDment: OECD ADDrOaCheS for the 21” Century, bath published in 1997. 
’ Francois Bregha et al, “Ecological Fiscal Reform: A Review of the Issues”. Final Report of 
Resource Futures International to NRTEE, November 1995. Note that the term environmental 



green budgetiag: this is perhaps the loosest term of ail. It has had a variety of meanings, even in the 

Canadian context. At the time of the Green Plan, it was associated with the id& of reqoiring an 

environmental asscssment of all major budget mesures, and thus focosed entirely on process. 

Subsequently, it bas referred to substantive actions soch as the ose of economic iostrmnents or the removal 

of sobsidies to environmentally anfriendly products or activities. For our pmposes, we cari define it as a 

form of budgeting comprised of revenue generation andpublic expenditure bawd on maintaining or 

enhancing the level of natwal capital, with taxes and subsidies designed to encourage income and 

savings, and discourage consumptio~ and waste. 

sustainable development friendly budget: a budget comprised of measores which provide an incentive 

for behaviour change in the direction ofsustainable development, as defined above. (Note that a Mer 

definition of sustainable development that encompassed all3 forms of capital would considerably broaden 

ouf discussion.~ ” 

The porpose of this section is to describe the way in which government budgeting is coming to be 

seen as another policy instrument which cari be ased to assist in making the transition to sustainability. 

The section ako reviews progress to date, both in Canada and other jarisdictions, in putting this new 

wnceptualization into practice 

tax is itself rather complicated. According to “Environmental Taxes and Green Tax Reform”, 
(OECD, Paris, 1997) “There is no univemally-agreed definkion of what constitutes an 
environmental tax...” (p. 17) Focus varies between the explicit and implicft reasons for 
implementing the tax and the actual environmental effects of the tax. *A report prepared by 
EUROSTAT uses the following definition: “A tax falls into the category of environmental if the tax 
is a physical unit (or a proxy for it) of something that has a proven specific negative impact on the 
environment, when used or released”. By this definition, eco-taxes could be defined as those 
charges or taxes designed with a spectfic environmental objective in mind, and could fall under 
the larger umbrella of environmental taxes, which would then also include those taxes which were 
not specifically designed with an environmental objective in mind, but have ended up supporting 
an environmental objective in the end. 

” According to a number of scholars and practkioners, the next phase of development Will involve 
shiiing form green or ecological fiscal reform to the broader agenda of budgeting for 
sustainabiliiy. See for example the forthcoming work by David Pearce (Blueprint 4.) Presumably 
this broader agenda Will need to be addressed in the forthcoming Sustainable Development 
Stmtegy of the federal Department of Finance. 
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2.1 The budaet as wlicv instroment 

Arguably the most reliable indicatom of govemmental policy wmmitments and public policy 

priorities are budget expendihues. Politics and, govemment are satomted with words and statements. 

Indeed, some scholars claim that “politics is talk”. Langoage helps sbape the way social pmblems are 

seen and onderstood, OI in more carrent terminology, political discoorse affects the construction of 

political reality. But in the final analysis, whatever govemments say, the budget reveals in a 

fimdamentally important way what they are actually doing. 

The implications of this fact were bmught forcefolly to the attention of tbe Standing Committee 

on Environment and Sustainable Development in the cotie of their discussion of a “Sustainable Budget.” 

They chose as the headnote to their report, “Keeping A Promise: Toward a Sustinable Budget”, tbe 

following quote: “The fedeml budget and the ovemll framework of fedeml tax incentives is the stmngest 

statement of a govemment’s priorltiea and direction. Bot the overpowering signals these now send point 

away from an enviroomentally sostainable future.“” The Committee went on to identi@ two key factora 

which in their opinion are hampering the “transition to a sustainable economy in Canada”. One is that 

“the costs of environmental pollution and resouxe depletion are not reflected in the prices that Canadians 

pay for products.” The other is that “market prices in Canada (and in other counuies) are pushed even 

lower by a variety of govemment sobsidies and other meaaures.” @. 2) This pattem continues despite 

stated commitments to support sastainable development as outlined in the “Guide to Green Govemment” 

and in the legislation establishing the Commissioner for the Envimoment and Sustainable Development. 

It follows that major policy reforms of the kind reqoired to ensure that govemments support 

sostainable development Will neceasitate signi!ïcant changes in the budget. The term “green budget 

reform” captures (in part) this thmst and provides avantage point fmm which to critically assess existing 

and pmposed budget initiatives. A new scholarly journal [ RO~M Gale, ed., Environmental Taxation and 

Accountinl waa recently established to provide a forum for analysis and discussion of this new appmach 

to budgeting. Still in its infancy, the idea of green budgeting emerged in the transition to a “new 

economy” dming which govemments have reexamined the very mots of govemmental involvement in the 

economy in response to both new ideas and tough economic realities of large and gmwing debts and 

deficits. 

After years of ascendancy, idoas favoming the shriokage of govemment are now being called 

into question at the same time as deficits are tuming into smpluses. We are again in transition, and this 

entails bath challenges and opporhmities. In looking ahead to the onfolding of public policy in tbe early 
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part of the twenty-first cenhuy, it is worth outlioing the rang.2 of policy instmments available to 
govemments. 

Policy instruments available to govemments cao be classilled in many ways. A carrent public 
policy introducto~ text dividcs them into “voluntruy,” “ mixed,” and “compulsoty,” and then provides 
sab-categoxies as follows. ‘* 

relianœ on family and conmnmity action to meet policy objectives 
. reliance on vohmtary organizations to mcet policy objectives 
. reliance on private markets to meet policy objectives 

Mixed instruments 

information and exhortation 
subsidies 

auction of property rights 
tax and user charges 

regslation 

public enterprises 
direct provision 

Most taxonomies rely on some version of this spectmm of vohmtaq to compulsoty action. The “Guide to 
Green Gwemment” @p. 14 - 15) offers a simpler classification wbich divides them as follows: 

vohmtxy approaches 

information and awareness tools 
economic instnunents 
direct govemment expenditom 

command and control 

Budget instruments include the third and foorth categories in this list of instruments. Analysis of 

govetnment budgets asaally makes a distinction behveen the expenditurc budget and the revenue budget 

” Stephanie Cairns, “Green Advice for the Federal Government”, Environment Network News. 
January/Februaty 1995, p.21. (Quoted on p.1) 
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and between the three phases of the budget process - preparation, adoption and execution.‘3 This paper is 

concemcd with bath expendihw and revenue, but ooly with the prepamtion phase. Although the altimate 

test of the efficacy of a green budget is the associated behaviour change on the part of botb state and 

societal actors in the direction of swtainability, the process of implementing budget devisions is not 

directly considered here. 

2.2 Budget Greeoing to date in Canada 

How bave these various policy nwsures been applied to the aahual environment in Caoada? 

Policy intended to coasewe natoral resources and reduce waste and pollution has traditiooally relied on 

exhortation; public spending on such tbings as sewage waste infrastmchue; and command regulation, 

based on law. Economie instmments sach as taxes, oser-fees and deposit-refand systems bave also been 

ukd to at least some ext$nt. The intent has been to change behavioor more than to generate revenue to 

support the activities of govemment aad for the most part they bave been administered by provincial 

environment departments [ need to check/clari@] separate from the provincial budgeting proces~.‘~ 

Economie instruments bave always been seen to include tax measures, but taxation of natoral resoorce 

extraction has been excluded from the defioiticm. The 1992 Economie Instruments Discussion Paper, for 

instance, “does not address the issue of appropriate pricing of natnral resoaxes, or the related issue of 

appropriate pricing of electricity.“‘s Tradeable permit systems bave also been txaditionally seen as 

onrelated to the budget process. The budget was not a central concem of the environmental economic 

instrument dialogue, as it developed daring the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

Although the tenn economic instruments has generally excluded resowce pricing, the concept 

has been included under the rubric of “fa11 cost pricing,” which bas been discussed or applied in several 

areas including water pricing. There the argument is made that the charge paid to monicipslities 

sapplying water to residential or industrial consumers shoold at lea.% caver the capital and operating costs 

of the good sopplied. The concept does not depend upon valuation of the resoorce but iostead, like any 

user fee, sees the charge as simply lxing sotlicieat to caver associated cost.~.‘~ The ides of fol1 cost pricing 

bas also been discussed in relation to energy (involving such issues as the cost of decommissiooing 

nuclear geaemting stations, or accounting for air pollution associated with thermal generatioa); and also 

‘* Michael Hewlett and M. Ramesh, Studvina Public Policv: Policy Cycles and Policy Subsystems 
(Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1995) p. 82. 
” See Chapter 26, The Sudgetary Process, in Kenneth Kernaghan and David Siegel, Public 
Administration in Canada (Scarborough: Nelson, second eo’ition, 1991). pp. 563-610. 
” Exceptions include the “gas guzzler” and “beer-cari levy” fiscal instruments implemented by the 
Ontado government; give cite 
” Canada, Economie Instruments. p. 2. 
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to transportation (whem cost comparlsons behveen travel in Single Ckcupancy Vebicles [SOV’sJ and 
various forms of public transit attempt to factor in such indirect costs as air pollution, congestion, and 

mad construction and maintenance.)” 

Although Canada has net taken as many steps to green the federal budget as some of the 
juridictions reviewed in the next section, signillcant progress has been made. As discussed, by the early 
1990s the focus upon economic instmmems which might be used by environment depattments had 

broadened to a concern for stmctural incemives to unsustainability built inta the economy by federal and 
provincial budgets. During the past centmy, Canadian economic development bas been gmunded in 
varions forms of state assistance to the resource extraction industries. Begirmbtg with the writings of 

Harold Innis in the 193Os, this has led to an ongoing dialogue amongst Canadian academics and policy 
makers reapecting the implications of this reliance upon staple eqort. Sustainability added a new 
perspective t0 that discussion by drawing attention ta the problem of inappropriate economic signais sent 

by governments as they pursue cmr basic industrial strategy of resource extraction, followed by at le& 
some minimal degree of processing, and then global sale. 

By tbe time of the 1993 election, this awareness had increased to the point of inclusion in a party 
platform. The Liberal Red Book pmmised a “comprehensive baseline study of federal taxes, grants, and 
subsidies, in order to idem@ barriers and disincentives to sonnd enviromnemal practices.” (cite) The 

newly elected Chretien govemment armotmced in the Februaty, 1994 budget that this promise would be 
addressed thmugh creatlon of the Task Force on Economie Instmmems and Disincentives to Sound 

Enviromnental Practices. The ferms ofreference for the Task Force, announced by the Environment atid 
Finance Ministers in July, 1994, rqrired it to report by November of tbat year on speciiic measures for 
the 1995 budget and to advlce in more general terms on longer-terni issues: 

Based on consideratiotts including the polluter pays principle, competitiveness, sectotal and 
regicmal impacts, environmental effectiveness, practical feasibility and any other considerations the task 
force deems appmpriate: 

identi@ workable options for implementatiott of otte or more tnarket-based instruments 
for the achievement of established enviromnental goals, for possible consideration in 
consultaticms leadlng up to the 1995 budget where approprlate; and 

” For a ditiussion of one method of setting water charges, see Peat Manvick and Partners, 
Desion Factors and Data Reouirements for Water Wiihdrawal Pricina and Effluent Charges, 
report prepared for the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, April, 1988. 
” On the latter point see the research report on full cost accounting published by the Ontario 
Transportation Collaborative. [give reference] 
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ident@ areaa where market-based instruments could be deve,Iopcd and implemented 
over a longer time fmme, and propose steps that could be taken to advance the 
development of instruments in these areas. (Task Force R~~OC p. 44) 

The Task Force. conaisted of thirty-two vohmteers, representing the relevant sectors, and 
functioned with very limited financial and staflïng resources. It was unable to carry out any sort of 
baseline study but, given these constrainta, did a gwd job of presenting bath the basic issue and advancing 
a number of specitïc recommendations and options (the latter were issues on which consensus could not be 
reached). The Task Force did recommend a methcd for canying out a baseline study, discussed in section 
4, below. A listing of the Task Force recommendations and options is as follows: 

no penalty RRSP withdrawals to $5,000 for residential retrofit 
tax and expendihwe measures to pmvide a level playing behveen renewable energy sources and 
fossil fuels 
extend flow through shares to renewable energy to promote investment 
duce spending on nuclear indushy 

income tax reductions for transit passes given by employers to employees 
increase federal gaa tax by hvo cents litre and dedicate the revenues 

. fedeml sales tax on gas guzzler vehicles 

Gov. opemtions 

vanous procurement measlxe-s 
eliminate subsidized parking 

Agriculture 

Conservation 

Other 

tiuce custom duties on imported pollution control equipment 
: level tax playing field virgin and recycled materials 

As discussed above, the NRTEE Task Force on Economie Instruments was established to Mer 
the work of the 1994 Task Force. This work was also furthered in 1995 by the Standing Committee on 

Environment and Sustainable Development, chaired by MP Charles Caccia After hokiing public hearings 
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in December, of that year, the Committee issued its report, titled Keeoing a Promise: Towards a 
Sustainable BudE&. The Committee also soggested a method for doing a baseline stody, discwed below, 

and advanccd spccif~c rccommendations. A list of thosc follows: 
Energy 

end support for commercial nuclear indostry, transfer that spending to 
rcnewable energy 
end subsidies to the petrolemn industry 
seven recommemiations by Pembina for tax level field behveen fossil foel and renewable 
no fmther tax expenditore on oilsands developmcnt 

Mining 

reducc acceIerated write-offs for exploration and development expenses 
options for other ways of reducing tax benefits for mining industry 
level playing field tax virgin and recycled metals 

: new tax expendiW in form of deferral of tax owed on mining reclamation fonds ontil that 
money spent 

Aglicoltore 

increase spending on assistance to farm transition 
. consider eliminating tax relief given fuel etbanol made from corn 

Transportation 

transit passes 
increase gas tax 2 cents litre 
sales tax on gas gnzlers 

‘. review subsidies to road and rail construction 

From 1995 to the present, the major impehts for budget greening bas corne from the work of the 
NRTBE! Task Force, outlined above. Although notas directly related, two other cwrent initiatives bave 
implications for the green budget process. The first is creation of the office of Commissioner of 

Environment and Sustainable Dovelopment and the rcquirement that departments complete, by the end of 

this year, Sustainable D,evelopment Strategies. Thosc plans Will inevitably repuire consideration of the 
type of spending and tax policy measores which Will be discwsed at the October 23 workshop. 

The second intluence cornes from the need to prepare the Canadian position for the third meeting 
of parties to the Framework Convention on Climate Change, wbich will b-e held in Kyoto, Japan, this 
December. Federal and provincial ministers announced in Decembcr of last ycar that Canada is not likely 

to meet its international commitment to stabilize carban dioxide emissions by the end of the Century. (give 
cite and reference specific 8% over forecast) The climate change issue is a perfect illustration of the hvo 

aspects of swtainable development discussed in tbis paper. The Canadian petroleum indwtry and others 
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bave made siguificant progress in reducing per unit emissions tbrough increased efficiency - but those 

gains bave ben swallowed up by greater increases in over-all volume of production. It appears that we 

cannot simply keep on doing what we do now but beiig more efficient at it ifwe wish to,stabilize 

emissions. ‘* 

Thus we sec that over the past decade, from the time that economic instruments began to be 

actively considered, the budget bas moved from a peripheral to a central position in the array of toc& 

available to govermnents as they work to bring about the transition to sustainability. At the same time, of 

course, it has been a central topic in Canadian political debate, which bas been preoccupied ~4th the issue 

of pubic debt. The next stage of the deficit and debt reduction process is forezast to occur in the 1997-98 

budget, when for the first time in several decades the federal govermnent Will generate a smplus. 

Discussion has b=egun now on the use to which those surplus funds should be put, with opinion divided 

amongst the tiee available options - debt reduction, spending or tax red~ction.‘~ The LiberaI Paxty took 

the position, in the 1997 election campaign, that one halfof auy surplus would go to new progmm 

spending, with the remainder divided in some fashion behveen debt reduction and lowering the tax rate.*o 

This bas hvo major implications for the green budget pmcess: (1) major subsidy rexiuction is well 

underway, and therefore support to unsustainability Will be a less pressing issue; (2) there Will be more 

zoom for provision of positive financial incentives to sustainability, either through direct or tax 

eqenditwe. For instance, using the example of renewable and non-renewable energy supplies, the 

playing field Will bave been made more level, and the oppoWty Will exisc in a way it did not before 

” This failure of the 1995 National Action Program on Climate Change, which relies primarily 
upon the policy.instruments of exhortation and voluntarism, raises the question of whether budget 
measures, such as a carbon tax, should be implemented. A carbon tax, in turn, rekindles in the 
minds of westerners memories of the hated National Energy Program of the Trudeau era. Can a 
Canadian government,,in the face of immediate and latent separatist threats from Quebec and 
Brkish Columbia, afford to again stoke the fires of western alienation? 
” In a lively pane1 discussion on the CBC television Sunday Report program (9/29/97) Judy 
Rebick presented the arguments in favour’of increased program spending (particularty on social 
programs, health and educatffn); while Steve” Harper of the National Citizen’s Coalition argued 
in favour of debt reduction. At no point in the debate did anyone mention the option of greening 
the budget. However Harper used the term sustainability and unsustainabilty at several points to 
buttress hll insistence that it would be ~irresponsible to “future generations” to leave them saddled 
with a large debt. In his words increased social spending would undermine “financial 
sustainabiltty”. 
zo Edward Greenspon, “Liberals’ puzzle: Who gets what?” The Globe and Mail, September 20, 
1997. p. A 10. 
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annual surpluses were available, to tilt it in the direction of sustainability by providing various forms of 
financial support to renewables. 

In short, tire focus of the green budget dialogue Will shift, in the coming era of annuaf surphrs, 
from eliminating subsidies to unsustainabili$’ - which provided the wrong positive financial incentives - 
to providing the right positive financiat incentives and to providing new, negative incentives. 

In Red Book 2, the LiberaI party made the following statement about its accomplishments during 
its previous tenure in office and its plans for the future: “The Liberal government has supported 
sustainable development and environmental priorities with changes to taxes, grants, and subsidies. For 
example, we bave improved the tax treatment for renewable energy and provided a tax incentive for the 
donation of ecologically sensitive land for conservation purposes. The sustainable development strategies 
that enterge from each federal department Will identify fwther opportunities to integrate environmental 
decisions into economic policy. Reaearch to ensure that the tax system supports sustainable development 
Will continue.” Now in its second mandate, the Liberal Govemment will have ample opporhmity to fultïll 

this promise. 

2.3 Budget areening to date in other iurisdictions 

Since the 1992 Earth Summit, govermnents worldwide bave addressed the challenge of wtainability 
using a varie@ of approaches. Many countries have experimented with numerous market-based 
mechanistns (such as consumption taxes, elimination of subsidies for environmentally damaging 
activities, snd tradable emission permit@ 1~4th varying degrees of environmental and economic reaults 
(OECD 1997b). 

Market-based budgetaty nwsures for environmental protection attempt to internalire previously 

external costs of environmental services. In theory, properly designed mechanisms affect eatimates of cost 

and benefit of alternative actions, influencing decision-makers to make environmentally superior choices; 
and they do SO at a lower total cost to both govemment and business than command and control 
appmaches. Academic discussions and theoreticsJ justifications of the bene& of market-based 
mechanisms have been accumulating dramatically over the paat 25 years (Daly 1996, Jenkins and Lamech 

*’ In the absence of a completed baseline study, it is Micuit to determine the extent to which 
such subsidies have been removed. In its report “Keeping a Promise...“, the Standing 
Committee showed that there had been substantial decreases in federal support to 
‘unsustainable” forms of energy production, and an increase in support for energy efficiency and 
alternative energy. But the problem is far from gone in this sector, and ti remains in several other 
sectors as well. (See for example Bregha et al, 1995, p.8) 
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1994). Emphicai evidence of these. benefits gathered from real-world applications bas been slow to 
follow, however. 

In this section we provide a corsory inventory of budget greening measores which bave been taken to date 
around the world, with a focus on OECD nations. As pointed out earlier, there is no oniversally accepted 
definition of environmental budgeting measures. In this paper, we characterize budget iostrwnents as 
falling into one of 5 categories (defined above) for the purposes of constrocting our matrix in section 4. 
At present, the OECD, European Commission, EUROSTAT and the International Energy Agency are 
working together to develop a nniversal definition of environmental taxes and a statistical framework to 

provide a clearer pictore of the revenues and environmental impacts of the taxes (OECD 1997a). This 
framework Will also enable cross-countty comparisons and forther analytical stodies of the data. (See 
Table 1). 
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Recognizing tbe importance of consistency with categorizations published by the OECD and IISD, wc 

provide a table showing how we bave wed their information to illwtmte the wetùlness of oor mat& 

TABLE 2: Number of Budget Greening Measures in use in OECD countries as of March 

The numbers in the boxes above represent total amounts of the budget greening mcasores in use in ail 28 
OECD countries, as reported in OËCD (1997). 

Environmental investmentslaccelerated depreciation, Other il hi r Transport taxes or charges 

le id in Table 1. 

sud Landfili taxes were not included in the above chart due to difficulty of categorization 
given the limited information provided in the OECD (1997) document. 

Numbers in the boxes correspond to the tax measore nombercd in TABLE 1 above, adapted from OECD 
(1997a): 
Numbers 26,32 and 40 bave been letl out pending fmtber discussion and categotition. 

Solid waste coold go under either resources or waste bot we chose to put tbesc under resoorces. 

According to the OECD, budget greening may be considered at three levels. The highest of these lcvels 
(wbich we bave defined above as ecological taxation) msolts in tbe truc integration of environmental 
concems into govemment fiscal stmchwe. Gmetdng at tbis level involves the identification, elimination 
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ador modification of exlsting distortionaty, direct and indirect, subsidies and tax provisions of negative 
environmental impact. The number of such subsidios and tax provisions cummtly in effect in canada 

alone is staggering. Action at this level bas occorred in only a few OECD member coontries, namely 

Belgiom, Sweden, Demnark, Notway and the Netherlands (OECD 1997). Action in thoso coontries 
ranges from the. establishment of “green tax commissions” to compreheosive tax reforma The second 

highest level of budget greening involves a restmcmring of existing taxes in an attempt to alter relative 
prices. Examples of this type include Werential taxes on motor fuels which bave been introduced in 

most OECD countries. The ffiird level of budget greening involves the.intmduction of new eco-taxes on 
pdlnting and scarce-msource-extmcting products. Each OECD coontry bas intmduced some sort of eco- 

tax on products or emissions (OECD 1997). 

Comprehensive budget greening involves action at all three levels of green taxation, along with the use of 
other economic instruments such as tmdeable emissions permits and rogolations. The ultimate vision is an 
economic system with revenue based on consomption taxes instead of income taxes. Such a system Will 

discourage socially ondesimble activities @ollution, resource extraction, consomption) and encourage 

socially desirable activities (employment, income, savings). 

PROGRAM EXPENDITURES & TAX EXPENDITURES 

Both these types of expendihues are positive incentive instmments and inclode subsidies, gmnta and tax 
allowances. These instmments provide a financial incentive for individu& to undertake an activity they 
would net otherwise. Identhjkg environmentally damaging public and tax expendihues and roplacing 
them with envimnmentally beneficial ones may ces& in a lower level of public expemiihue as the cost of 
unmstainable activities rises with the increasing costs of re.sources etc. 

Investment tax incentives for pollution control are directed toward the porchase of capital goods and 

services for regulatov pollution prevention. Such incentives include special deprcciation for pollution 

wntroi equipment, acceleratexl depreciatioo, and tax credits. These types of tax incentives bave been 
intmduced in Japan, Korea, Taiwan, France, Germany, the Netherlamls and Canada to provide a balance 
behveen environmental considemtions and indostrial compotitiveness (Jenkins and Lamech 1994 ~12, Gale 

and Bang 1995 Netherlands). 

In Caliiomia, tax credi~ enabled the development of the world’s most successfal renewable electrical 

energy generation program ificluding solar, wind, gwthermal, biomass and other renewable eleztric 
generation technologies (Gale and Barg 1995). 
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In Denmark, govermnent inwatment in wind energy fmm 1979 to 1989 bas resoked in the creation of a 
conm&cially viable alternative energy source. Govemment contributions included a 30% investment 
sobsidy, an electricity tax repayment scheme and fonding for research and development in wind 
technology (Gale and Barg 1995). 

The Canadien prairies are corrently being replenished by the Permanent Caver Program which provides 
cash subsidies and grants for the conversion of lands at risk of soi1 degradation from agricultoral 

practices, by planting perennial forages and/or trees (Gale and Barg 1995). 

The Common Agricultoral Policy of the European Union is being reformed using compensation paynwnta 

and sobsidies to offset a transition from a price support policy to an inwme support policy for farmers. A 

similar initiative is also occwri ng in the UK. The purpose is to encourage swtainable farming practices 
and tiorestation to decrease food production surpluses and environmental degradation due to over- 
intensive fanning (Gale andBarg 1995): 

In the mid 198Os, Gem&y intmduced a program to teduce car emissions. A feebate scheme incorporated 

tax di&rentials favoaring compliance with low emissions standards, tax exemptions were granted for cars 
registered with catalytic convertws, and cash incentiveî were provided for retmfits of existing cars with 
catalyk converters (Gale and Barg 1995). 

EMISSION CHARGES, PRODUCT TAXES & OTBBR TAXES & CHARGES 

Effluent charges on solphu dioxide emissions, tax diiTerentiation behveen leaded and unkaded petrol, 
user charges for public waste disposaI, depletion taxes on mineraI exploitation and s-page fees for 
timber demonstrate how these economic instruments are osed (Btiier, 1992 p2; Gale and Barg, 1995 
~12; OECD, 1994 ~18; Owens, 1993 ~708). 

OECD (1997) show that consomption taxea such F Value Added Tax (VAT) are presently maintaining a 
high profile as both revenue collecting instruments and instrumenta to inlluonce consumer behaviour. 
Environmental taxes are consomption taxes designed to charge osers for envimnmental seticea or debts 
previously absorbed by society as a whole. This concept, wbich cari theoretically mise revenues without 

aeating economic distottions was first intmduced by economist Arthur Pigou in 1920 (Pigou 1920). 

More recently the concept has been advanced by the doubledividend theo~~ which states that by 
substimting consomption taxes for income taxes, environmental protection may corne about at litde or no 
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cost. Whether Pigouvian taxes are indeed “non-dtstoaing”, and hence the key assomption underlying the 
concept of the double dividend, are bath b=eing questioned by a few economists.’ 

The shift towards consmnption taxes is most evident in Demnark’s 1993 tax reforms where the need to 
shirt taxation away fmm wage incorne was stressed (OECD 1995 ~13, Andersen 1994). 

Denmark, Finland, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden bave ail introduced some sort of CO2 tax. In 
1993, Demnark’s 16 taxes/excises with environmental implications generated 7.30% of total tax revenue 
(OECD 1995). The Danish govermnent also annoonced plans to sobstantially increase energy taxes over 
the period 1994-1998 (OECD 1995). 

Budget neotral iostroments involve the redistribution of revenues and include deposit-refond systems, 
.feebates, and distributive credits. Environmental gains realized from the application of such instrmnents 
may actoally lower the level of govemment spending needed to pay for the social effects of pollution. 

Popolar examples of this type of instnunent include the deposit-refond systoms for beverage containers in 
many states of the U.S. since 1971; and tax for fuel conservation fimt introduced in Ontario in 1989 (Gale 
and Barg 1995, Jenkios and Lameoh 1994). Another example is the concept of tradable emissions 

permit& a version of which was implemented by the USEPA in the mid 1970s (OECD 1997b) 

3. Greeninp the federal budget 

The pmpose of this section is to present the two basic variables which Will be the sobject of 
discussion at the October 23 workshop - federal budget instruments and policy fields - in very general 
tenns. It begins with a brief discussion of some of the jmisdictional constmints affecting federal 

govemment action in the environment field. The~following section discosses ways in which the 
govemment of Canada might decide which instruments Will be applied to which policies in the mediom- 
tenn budget g&ning process. 

Today, in a globalii economy fonctioning within an emerging set of roles established by 
varions fonns of intematiooai agreement, the govemment of Canada cari be thought of as the ham in the 
jmisdictlonal sandwich. Some relatively new and untested constmints exist above if at the international 

’ See in particular (Morgenstern 1996) 
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level, wbile below, at the provincial Ievel are found the very familiar and well known de jure and dejücto 

constraints of Canadian federalism. It is not possible to provide any definitive description in this short 
space of either set of constmh~ts and what follows presents only the two major constraints of relevance to 
this discussion - subsidy of exporis and resource taxation. 

Generally speaking, the international trade agreements to which Canada is party rquire that 
domestic and fomign goods be given eqti treatment. Under the World Trade Organisation regime, sqme 
trade restrictions invoked for environmental protection pmposes are allowed. A subsidy provided to 
domestic mmmfacturers which was net equally available to their competitors would net be allowed. In the 
reverse case of a tax imposed opon Canadian manofactorers, which placed them at a competitive 
disadvaotage in comparison with importa, a customs duty, refermd to as a ‘border adjustment tax” is 
trade-legal. Altematively, revenue generated by such a tax could be used to lower other taxes applied to 

that industriaI sector, thus remoting the compethiveness disadvantage. In summary, international 
agreements at this time do net undaly restrict federal budget greening measores: On the contrary, in 
several areas international agreements bave argoably strengthened the resolve (ii net the hand) of the 
federal government to take action concerning problems such as ozone depletion and Carbon Dioxide 
emissions. 

The provinces 

The Canadian constitotion allows the federal govemment much greater freedom to tax than it 
does the provinces, which are precluded from indirect taxation, with one important exception: “except for 
Mural resource taxes, the federal govemment is wnstitutionally entitled to levy any kind of tax...“* This 

is of particular relevance for budget greening, since the over policy thrust dictated by the ne& of 
sustainability is to increase energy and resource prkxs as a means of givingfinancial incentives to greater 
efflciency of use. 

Beyond the letter of the constitotional law, the provincial claim to exclusive rights to resource 
taxation revenues was probably strengthened by the federal-provincial conflicts over oil revenues some 

twenty years ago. Perry refers to the “conflicts that arose over energy pricing and taxation in Canada as 
petrolemn prices rose following OPEC actions, first in 1973 and again in 1979. Both levels of govemment 

were determined to capture the greatest possible share of the resulting incrementi, clashes over pricing, 
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ratiooing, revenue shares and oil conservation and development were constant.“’ Because of the intense 
western dislie of the Trudeau gove?ent National Energy Progmm, any form of wbon tax pmposed at 
the federal level is liiely to encounter stiffprovincial opposition. During the next few yexs, as Canada 

again faces national unity challenges, that opposition Will inevitably a&ct federal policy. Any signitïcant 
reliance on reaource pricing to assist in the transition to sostainability will bave to be done through a 

coordinated national program, relying on provincial taxing powers. 

3.2 Budget instruments 

A policy instrument is used by a govemment to influence tbe bebaviour of state and non-state 
actorS in ways $dch Will accomplish policy objectives. While the next section discosses potential criteria 
which cari be osed to select instruments, tbis section simply attempts to classify budget instruments as 
defined above. The first level of classification, of CO~I& is the distinction behveen expenditure and 

generatiqn of revenue. 

3.2.1 Exuendihue 

Platmed expendihnes in the 1997-98 fedemI budget cari be samman ‘wt as follows: 

1) payments to other levels of govemment 

2) payments to individoals 
3) program spending 

4) public debt charges! 

Analysts agree that tbe transition to swtainability Will, in the long-tenn, repuire increased social 
equity which bas implications for the first two categories listed abwe -- payments to govemments and 

individuals intended to achieve a more equitable distribution of Canadian weaIth amongst regions and 

classes. As set out abwe, tlds discussion of medium-tenté budget greening is limited to fesource 
consomption and pollution and waste generation and for that reason expenditure in the form of payments 
to govemments and individuals is net examined hem As we bave seeo, debt and deficit reduction and 
budget greening measwes bave been interconn&ed over the past few years. Beyond very general 
comment upon the implications which greeoing moaswes bave for the ratio of expendihre and tax 

revenue, and.resnlting need to borrow, however, the fowth spending category, public debt charges, also 

’ Ontario Fair Tax Commission, p. 92. 
a J. Harvey Perry, Taxation in Canada (Toronto: Canadian Tax Foundation, 1990), p. 158. 
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lies largely outside the pale of this discussion. This discussion is limited, accordingly, to program 
expendihtre. 

There are tnany ways in which program expendihtre might be broken into sub-classifications. At 
this broad level of generalization, however, we need otdy concem ourselvea with two: (1) direct 
expenditure, and (2) expendihrre in the form of foregone revenue, conunonly referred to as tax 
eapendihue. 

3.2.2 Revenue 

Again drawing upon the 1997-98 budget, the forrns of revenue genetated to supportthe federal 
govermnent activity represented by tbis listing of policy fields cari be summan ‘7.4 as follows: 

personal income tax 
corporate income tan 
employment insurance contributions 
goods and services tax 
customs import duties 

other excise taxes 
other taxes 
non-tax revenues 

The question of,whether employment insurance is a form of tax or a truc i nmrance system and its 
relationship to other forms of social security raises issues far beyond the scope of this analysis. While 
central to the subject of ecological taxation and itsobjective of reducing labour taxation, it, and other 
payroll taxes, need not be considered in the contest of the 1999-2000 budget. Both fonns of income tax, 
and the concept of reductions through tax expendihrre, are obviously central to this discussion. The 

potential use of the GST to influence the behaviour of manufachuers, in terms of such things as product 
deaign, or consumers, particularly when combined with labelling programs, is also central. Border 

adjustment taxes intendcd to ensure competitiveness by applying the same green tax to imports as to 
domestic manufacturera are another set of instruments which are now under active consideration (need 
cite). Thus, custom import duties must also be considered. As discussed above, user fees bave a precise 
definition and are generally net considered a tax. For these purposes, however, they Will be combined with 

‘ Canada, 1997-98 Main Estimatee, Patl 1 (Ottawa: Supply and Services, 1997), p. il. 
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other forms of penalty taxation (tax intetided to provide a negative incentive) and all Will simply be 
referred to as a penalty tax. 

Thus we are Ieft with the following classilïcation of revenue budget instruments: 
persond income tax 
corporate income tax 

. manufacturers’ tax 

.salestax 
import tax 

.pe=et= 

For pmposes of the October 23 discussion, we soggest that an even broader Ievel of 

generalization be used. As set out above in section 1.3 (Definitions) we bave grouped the revenue 
instnunents into thzee categories: emission charges, product taxes, and other taxes and charges. 
Since resoorce taxation is a primarily provincial jmisdiction it is excluded from this discussion. 

3.3 Policv fields 

HO~, then, shoold we classi& policy fiekls? One obvions starting point is the listing of ministries 
in the Main Estimates. Each mini- administers a number of progmms intended to achieve a set of 
pdicy objectives which are se-en, by those responsible for the curent govemmental organizational design, 
to lx. sticiently related to one another to be grouped into a single administrative unit.’ Each minis@, 

therefore, cari be taken to represent a single fedeml policy field. What becomes more difficolt is the 
question of the extent to which each of those fields shoold then be broken down to .sub-catego&a. A 
listing of major fcderal policy fields, which in some instances combines spending by a number of 

ministries, is as follows: 

agricultare 
. heritage 
. environment (waste and pollution) [also includes parks] 

. govemment administration 

. fisherics (largely coastal) 
fore@ al%irs and trade 

health 
human resource development 



Indian affairs mid northern development 

iodostry 

justice 

national defenoe 

naturd resourcea (excluding fisheries) 

public works 

. mspofi 
veterans tiairs 

employment insurance 

A Guide to Green Government [pp. 15 - 161 provides recommendatioos for ways in which the 

federal government cao reduce the environmental impact of its own activities. The focos here is upon the 

ways in which the budget cari be osed to provide financial incentives for societal actors to take similar 

actions. Accordingly the policy field “government administration” listed above (which includes such 

spending areas as Governor General aod Parliament) is excluded from this discussion. Which of the 

remaining sixteen policy fields should be the subject offmther more detailed consideration? 

As discussed in section 1, above, the definition of sustainable development osed by most analysts 

gces beyond the specifïc fields of resource conservation and waste mioimization, and encompasses such 

things as intra:and inter-generational equity.’ Because of the medium-tenn perspective brought to beau 

hem, the emphasis is more opon the nataraI environment than social equity. Policy fields to be considered 

at the October 23 workshop, accordingly, cari be divided into hvo groups - all those related to resources 

and waste. in the first group and all others in the second. 

This distinction, however, is diflïcolt to make. The ioherent logic of the sustainable development 

dialogue is that environment and ecooomy are very much interconnected. TO draw a line behveen the two 

by dividing federal policy fields into two groups is Ums not really possible or desirable and the distinctions 

made are somewhat arbitrmy. Energy policy, for instance, is of central importance to bath environment 

and economy, which is what makes climate change an international issue far more intmctable than 

’ We recognize that there are many other possible ways to categorize policy fields. 
’ ‘The lasting contribution of the Brundtland commission is that, through the introduction of the 
sustainable development concept, societal devetopment objectives have been broadened to 
include: ._. the recognttion of the importance of equky, both through time, wkh the notion that 
future generations should not be disadvantaged by the actions of present generations 
(intergenerational equfty), and in the sense that the wants and needs of one group in society 
should not be met at the expense of the wants and needs of other groups (intrageneratiinal and 
interregional equtty).” Barbara Heidenreich and Mark Winfield, ‘Achieving Sustainable 
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protection of the stratospheric ozone layer. Two other policy areas, agricoltme and wrtation, are 

usually seen as straddling this aMrary divide. The implications of pollution for human health mean that 

at le& part of tlmt policy field must also be included in the sostainabiIity gmuping. 

Further di&ulties mise from another of the central insights of sustainabIe~development. We are 

now very aware of the two-way connections linking local and global. This means we mast consider 

whether we are greening the fedemI budget in order to ensare the sustainability of that part of the globe 

we cd Canada or the whole thing? Obvioasly Canada cannot be sastainable ifthe remainder of the world 

is net, and SO we must b-e working for the sustainability of bath- but what relative priority do we give to 

each in the budget? This Will b=e a crucial question for discussion at the October 23 workshop but we cari 

say, at a minimum, that the policy field of foreign tiairs and trade - including international aid -- must 

be considered in the context of medium-term budget greening. 

Final% another key insight fiomthe theory of sostainability is the importance of “taking time serioosty” 

in a way that modem western coltore bas never done before. We may not be able to emulate the 

aboriginal commitment to “planning for seven generations”, but we do need to lii OUI heads and look well 

into the next Century to appreciate some of the imperatives emerging today. Ifwe wish to take steps now 

and in the next few years that Will tmly iead us down the path to sostainability and ensure that we do net, 

in fobïlling our need.?, “preclude the possibility of future generations meeting their needs”, then we Will 

require some vision of wbat the longer term could be, some sense of a desirable, sustainable future. We 

Will revisit this challenge in the Conclusion of this pap-er. 

Retoming to the categorization of policy fields, it is possible to aggregate these categories even 

forther (as we did with the revenue budget) and thus move to a broader level of generalization. Doing so 

results in four basic policy fie&: 

energy 

resources 

. waste and pollution 

foreign aSairs, trade and international aid 

Development in Canada,” in David Estrin and John Swaigen, Environment on Tria1 (Toronto: 
Emond Montgomery-CIELAP, third edttion 1993). 
’ Our economy and society are not set up to address needs SO much as wants. Uitimately 
sustainabiliiy Will have to corne to grips with this distinction. Current levels of consumption in the 
wealthy countries are egregiously unsustainable if they were generalized to all countries in the 
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Al+ough development of the medium-tem~ recommendations by the fall of 1998 Will need to 

address bath policy fields.and budget instruments in more specilïc detail, we suggest that at this early 

stage the underlying principles cari best be considered in these very general terms. 

3.4 eatrix - instnunents!poli~ iïelds 

The pqose of the matrix is to allow the reader to easily visoalize the budget instrament/p&q 

field options being considered, at this very broad level of genemlization which considers only five policy 

fie& and four budget instruments. 

Table 3. Matrir 

Instrument Program. Exp. Tax. Exp. Emission Tax Product Tax Other 

Policy 

energy 1 2 3 4 5 

resource 6 7 8 9 10 

wastd 11 12 13 14 15 
pollution 

fore@ 16 17 18 19 20 

This simplfied matrix outlines an array of twenty possible budget meakes. Stardng in the top 

left corner and moving from lefi to right, examples -- for illustration purposes only -- of each are: 

world. We in the North seem driven by what Thomas Hobbes called “the restless desire for lhing 
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1. grants for energy consen>ation through building insulation 

2. tax exemptions for same 

3. charge on caxixn dioxide relcase from fossil fuel combustion 

4. pmduct tax on energy inefficient appliances 

5. federal licensing fee on nuclear generation 

6. federal gmuts to defray municipal recycling costs 

7. tax exemptions for purchase of more efficient fishery or mauufacturing tecbuology 

8. federal per tonne tax on solid waste dispo.!al 

9. tax on virgin newsprint 

10. custom duty on imported virgin newsprint 

11. research development gmuts for pollution prevention changes to production processes 

12. tax expendihues for same 

13. federal emission charge on large volume toxic substance discharges to surface waters, regulatexi 

by provinces 

14. a product design tax on disposable products such as cameras 

15. customs duty on same 

16. increaaed payments to the global environmental facility 

17. tax exemptions for green industries exporting pollution conttol equipment 

18. federal emission charges on substances afkting global environment, eg CFC’s 

19. [??] 

20. custom duty tax on importa of b-everages ( mtionale is to discourage moving volumes of water 

around the globe) 

How do we prioritize measures for possible inclusion in the 1999-2000 budget? In the next 

section we suggest one possible means for choosing a combination of budget instrument(s) and policy 
field(s). 

after thing.” This cannot continue indefinitely. 



4. Baniers and o~wrtonities 

How do govemments choose policy instruments? How sbould govemments choose policy 
instrwnents? The distinction behveen these questions typiiïes the difkrence between academic and applied 
policy analysis. Doring the past few decades, scholars bave devoted considerable attention to explaining 
the factors which influence instmment choice.s Althongh perspectives vq, almost ail recognize that 

policy is made, at hoart, through a process of negotiation between govemment agencies and the societal 
actors (such as business firtns or labour unions) whose behaviour they wish to intlnence. There is a 
reqpition, therefore, that the interests and power of societal actors inevitably influence instrnment 
choice. 

Applied policy analysis as done, for instance, by govemment departments developing 
recommendations for cabinet recogoizes and takes into account this essential variable. “Political 
acceptability” or some variant of the phrase is almost always included in a list of factors to be considered 
when chwsing behveen a law or tax. Whether in govemment, indusy, research institutes or interest 

groups, profession& developing policy bave an obligation to go beyond self-interest and consider in a 
rational mariner ways in which diEerent choices cari best serve a broader public interest. Although 
recognizing tbat it is an idealwhich Will always be tempered by political realities -- as shoold be the case 

in a reprektative democracy -- they most explicitly state and use criteria for consideration of options, 
including the important variable of instrument choice. 

Three criteria are often seen as the most basic 

(1) effectiveness - ability to achieve the policy objective; 

(2) efficiency - cost of achieving that objective; 

(3) faimess - various eqnity issues associated with acbieving the objective. 

Ekonomics, of course, prescribes policy instruments ~4th special emphasis on efficiency The 
insight that we cari achieve the same level of environmental protection at a lower net total cost is what has 

given rise to the discussion of economic instruments as an alternative to command and control 
regulation.’ FkonOmists may also combine the first hvo criteria into the concept of “cost-effectiveness.“‘O 

’ give cites 
’ See Pierce and Turner, Economies of Natural Resources and the Environment 
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Other perspectives used for both academic and applied policy analysis do more to take into account the 
distribution of cost, and thus incorporate the criterion of faimess. If a program or instrument cari achieve 
the policy objective only by concentrating attendant costs upon the disadvantaged or one particular region 
it Will be viewed less favourably than another which spreads the burden more widely. The other major 
aspect of the “fairness” criterion, of course, bas to do with process and the extent to which such values as 

transparency or access to the dccision-making procedure ate included. 

Another test commonly used in policy development is cost-benefit analysis. Such things as a 

Regulatoty Impact Analysis Statement, prepared during development of any new proposed regulation 
atlow a cemparison to be made behveen the costs imposed upon the regulated industry and the societal 
benefits which it is hoped Will result. The principle used is that benefit should exceed cost and those hvo 

concepts form the only criteria applied. 

Another approach is commonly found in environmental assessment decision-making. The 
potential impacts associated with a propos& such as a solid waste landfill and the alternatives being 
considered (such as a landfilI in a different location) are classified under such headings as noise, increased 
traffb, or loss of agricultural land. UsuaUy througb consultation with those affected, these categories are 
then ranked in priority order. Comparison behveen the options cari then be made. 

More speciRcally in terms of our subject, both the 1994 Task Force and the 1995 Standing 
Committee recommended methods for deciding on options, 

1994 Task Force: A “framework” is recommended which cari be used to: (1) “identify barriers to sound 

enviromnental practices”; and (2) to determine which barriers to sound environmental practicea to 
eliminate or reduce, taking account of environmental, economic, social and implementation 
considerations.” 

TO idem@ barriers, “sound environmental practices,” “environmental priorities” and “sectoral 
environmental objectives” bave to lx identitïed. It is suggested tbis cari be done using existing literature 

and agreed policy - cg, for the first the pollutcr pay principle and for sectoral objectives, the Red Book 

objective of pmtecting the stratospheric ozone layer. 

” For a recent evaluation of solid waste packaging policy which uses the single criterion of cost- 
effectiveness, see Donald N. Dewees, “Cost-Effectiveness Analysis of Packaging Waste 
Management Options,” background study for Donald N. Dewees and Michael Hare, Packaaing 
Waste Reduction in Canada: An Assessment of Policies. Markets and Mvths, University of 
Toronto, Instiiute for Policy Analysis, May, 1997. 
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TO determine which ba&xs to eliminate (ie, prioritize those identified) a series of criteria are used. 
Information pertaining to the potentiai elimination of each banier is gathered under the following 
headings: (1) environmental benefits from elimination; (2) economic cc&; (3) fiscal impact; (4)‘impact 
on social policy objectives; (5) administrative and implementation feasibility. 

Priorities are then set by ditiding the barriers into three groups: 

benefit environment and also benefit social and economic objectives; 

benefit environment and impose social and economic costs, but still net benefit; 

benefit environment but at a net over-all cost. 

The first group is given greatest priority, the second less and the third even 1~. 

1995 Standing Committee Rewrt: The Committee recommended a procedare for doing the “baseline 

stndy of federal taxes, grants, and sobsidies, in order to identify barriers and disincentives to sourd 
environmental pratices” promised in the 1993 Red Book. That proc.xiure is: 

bring together officiais from Environment Finance, Natoml Resources, Agriculhue, Fisheries, 
Transport, Indus@, Health, International Trade, and Human Resources Development to develop, tluough 
public consultation, a methodology for the baseline study; 

“Departmental progmms, practices and tax policies should be maked according to their likely, 
environmental impact, and the ones with the highest mnking shoald be. given priority in terms of 

analysis” 

these mnkings should be reviewed by the Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable 
Development. 

The method for mnking environmental impacts is net discussed. 

These two pmcedures represent a good starting point, but need to be fmther developed. In t&ms 

of the first, more thought ne& to be given to the way in which the criteria are used to divide barrier 
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elimination options into groaps. For instance, they are implicitly all given equal weight and that aspect 

needs to be fmther coosidered. The ranking of environmental impacts soggeti by the 1995 Committee 

‘report is extremely ditlïcolt. There is no societal agreement that saving the Atlantic cod fishery is more 

important than eliminating persistent toxic substances. Lie every policy decision, comparison of options 

at that level of genemliition, with no identification of distribution of costs and bonefits, is of little 

assistance. 

4.2 One wssible aooroach 

Building upon tbose approaches, we suggest, as a starting point for workshop discussion, a 

procedare which follows two steps: (1) divide the potential measores into those which cari be readily 

implemented in the medium term and tbose which cannot, and; (2) apply three basic criteria to prioritize 

those in the first group.” 

Identifiing medium-term meanrres 

Measures are included in this groop ifthey are either: 

largely within federal jmisdiction, or 

already under development. 

Prioritizing those meawres 

TO do tbis, we most: (a) decide on critoria; and, (b) decide how the critoria Will be applied. 

The basic question facing tbe Oct. 23 workshop and fiom tbere tbe NFSEE Task Force is how to Select 

tbe budget measore,s to recommend for the 1999-2000 budget. From OW matrix, a “budget measure” is 

” We have excluded revenue generation as a criterion, instead assuming that measures Will be 
selected on the basis of their contribution to the sustainability objectives underlying this exercise. 
Note that the concept of “revenue neutraliiy” cari refer to three diierent taxation practices; 
taxation the proceeds of which are plowed back into the program; taxation which brings the same 
total revenue to a government because any increases in one area Will be offset by decreases in 
another (through tax relief); or taxation which has the same incidence or impact on the taxpayer 
because ‘an environmental tax would be exactly offset by some compensatory measure so that 
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identiiïed through specitïcation of botb the policy field (or sabfield, to whatever level of detail is desired); 

and budget iostmment (again, or subiostroment). How best to make this selection? Clearly the varioua 

theoreticai possibilities must be ass&sed compamtively to identi@ whose wt are most promising. But 

promising for what? By what cr@ia does this assessment proceed? How mach weight should be given t 

each criterion? Herein lies the key, becaase once. the criteria are chosen and weighted, their application to 

the cells of the matrix becornes a fkirly mechanical pmcess. The selection of budget meaaares follows 

automatically. 

Thus the most usefuI outcome of the Oct. 23 workshop is consensus or identification of disagreement on: 

(1) criteria; and, (2) relative weighting of those criteria. 

Of course we are not the first groap to attempt such an exercise. Faf from it. Indeed some attempt to 

weigh policy options is as old as policymaking itself. As we have pointed out, there are some well 

established criteria for policy development, including instrument choice: 

(1) effectiveness - ability to achieve policy objective; 

(2) efficiency - cost to regulator and regolatee; net total societal cost, ie, includes both plus 

externalized effects of a given policy measare; 

(3) faimess - in relation to varions eqoity issues, 

These traditiona criteria repuire modification and expansion ifthey are to be applied to tbe federal budget 

to aasist in the transition to sustainability. ” 

(1) effectiveness - In this case, defined as the ability to achieve sastainable development. That term is 

defined for theae parposes as “meeting ne& of present without compromising ability of fatore 

genemtions to meet their ne&” which is done by decoupling increases in material living standardîfrom 

iticreased throughput of energv and materials. That in tom is done in two ways: 

the individual was no worse off.” See F. Bregha et ai., “Ecological Fiscal Reform: A Review of 
the Issues”. Final Report to NRTEE by Resource Futures International, November 1995, p. 19. 
‘*A very recent OECD publication proposes an evaluation framework that includes environmental 
effectiveness, economic efficiency, administration and compliance costs, revenues, wider 
economic effects, “soft” effects (e.g. changes in attitudes and awareness), and dynamic effects 
and innovation. See Fvaluatina Economie Instruments for Environmental Pdicv. OECD, 1997, 
Chapter 7. 
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tint by increasing efficiency of the production process (now termed eco-efficiency); in this case 
“material living conditions” cari be measared in wonomic terms by GDP. Jast as was the case with 
energy conservation in the late 197Os, we work to achieve the existing policy goal of GDP incmase which 

in tarn protides employment, and more generally improved material living standards. Tbis first approach 
cari be thought of as doing what we are doing now, but more efficiently and therefore with less 
throughput. It cari only carry os part way along the transition path, however, shwe efficiency increases 
alone, given the facts of rising global population and per capita productivity, are unliiely to avoid 
unacceptable resource depletion/pollution effects. For that reason, a second approach is also needed. 

second, doing things differentiy; eg, in addition to making motor vehicles as efficient as possible, we 
search for ways to redoce their total use by promoting the use of public transit, encouraging orban 

intensiiïcation, etc. 

This second approach mises the issue of eqoity in a way the first approach does not. Since increased 
efficiency reduces costs for ail concemed, distribution of that benefit is not a pressing issue. The second 
approach, however, mises total costs and thus distribution of that cost (eqoity) bec0me.s an issue which 
must be addressed. How to do SO is discussed in terms of tbe “fairness” miterion, below. 

2) efficiency a) cost to the federal govemment to tinister a given 
budget measure 

b) cost to those affected of changing behaviour in response 
to the measure, eg, cost if obtalnlng information 

c) net total cost, eg reduced (or enhanced) Canadian competitiveness and 
resolting cost to Canadian economy 

3) faimess to the extent possible, use the existing criteria applied to 
budgets for tax and expendihue. policy 

. tax - progressitity: tax rate is related to ability to pay 

expendihne - regional eqoality; class progressivity 
(reverse of tax, expenditare is related to need) 
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both cari be thought of as “distributive eqaity” OI simply 
“progressivity’ 

Thus the. standard criteria bave been moditïed in temu of both the pa~&alar policy objective (swtainable 
dwelopment) and the instmmem (budget). 

Fmther criteria, which are basically sub-sets of the above, also follow from this modification. They are: 
(4) jmisdiction; (5) reduce existing inwntives to onsostainability before putting in place new incentives 
for sastainabilit$; ami, (6) give. priorities to measwea already in the pipeline. A brief explanation of each 
follows: 

4) Jmisdiction: Give priority to meawes which fall solely within federal jmisdiction, and 
therefore do not require international or provincial harmonisation. The fedeml govemment Will liiely be 

more effective in those instances, and removing the wst of harmonization certainly contributes to 
efjiciency. 

Almost nothing, of course, is parely federal, beyond defence and the post office. 

Policy fields might be thought of as on a spe&um from federal to shared to provincial. Thus coastal 
fisheries are more federal than solid waste. 

In terms of budget instruments, the fedeml govermnent bas a free hand to apply 
any sort of mam&ctming or sale8 tax or put in place any kind of income tax expenditore. Energy and 
reaource taxation, on the other hand must be hannonized with the provinces and tax or direct expenditore 
sabsidies may bave international tmde agmement implications. 

Incentives: Existing incentives to unsostainability, such as tax expenditure or direct 
expendihxes of various kinds to a fishing industry which is much larger than the resowce base, are a cost 
to the fexieral govemment. Removing them muets the first of the three e#?ciency criteria. Economists 

would argue it also me& the third, since it moves the economy toward efficiency. 

Pipeline: Again, measmes already being developed meet the efficiency criteria. 

Leaving aside for the moment the issue of criteria mnking, this leads to mcommended criteria as follows: 
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1. decreaaed resoorce consomption, waste genemtion due to a) increased production efficiency; 

b) other reasons; 

2. cost: (a) govemment; (b) those affect@ (c) total; 

3. progressive distribution of cost; 

4. federal jmisdiction; 

5. mmove existing sobsidy to onsustaiaability; 

6. akeady in pipeline. 

There is no easy way of deciding a priority mnking for these. The simplest (but not necessarily the best ) 
way to use them is to treat them as questions to be asked of each box in the matrix. For each yes answer, 
one point is given - the box with the most points wios, and that policy/instmment combioation is 
recommended for the 1999-2000 budget. Mach more diflïcult, but oltimately more rewarding, is to 
attempt to “weight” each of theae criteria. This weighting may be done at a general theoretical level; or 
more particularly with respect to the specific proposai under discussion. 

ln the first instance, the questions are asked of each of the~low-hanging matrix boxes, with a score of zero 
given for a yes and one for a no. Scores are added and priority thus established. The. second approach Will 
require a more detailed discussion of each criterion in relation to the specific measore. 

5. Conclusion 

Dming the past five yeux, sigaificant environmental gains have been made as a result of subsidy 

elimination associated with defmit redaction. Although the process was not explicitly driven by 

environmental policy objectives, it was an excellent example of the ways in which sostaioability measores 
cari complement other societal concems. NO~, as we move from the era of annual deficits to that of 

surpluses, we hope this complementarity Will continue. Any new progmm or tax expendihues, made 
possible by a revenue surplus, should be made in ways which assist in the transition to sostainability. 
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Despite our focus on the mediom term, some attention nmst be paid to a vision of a more distant future. 
In his inimitable mam~er, Yogi Berra gmsped a fondamental troth when he said, “If you don’t know 
where you are poing, you may never pet there.” 

Where are we going? What is OUI longer-teno vision? David Pearce has provided what he calls a 
“possible map” of the transition from (Stage 1) Ultra Weak Sustainability tbmugh (Stage 2) Weak 
Sustainability to (Stage 3) Strong Sostainability. Stage 1 is characterized by “miner tinkering witb 
economic instromenta” in a societai context of “dim awareness and little media coverage.” Stage 2 

involves “substantisJ restructming of microeconomic incentives” accompanied by “wider public edwation 
for future visions.” Fioally Stage 3 features “fol1 economic vahmtion; green accounts at business and 
national level; gmn taxes; offsets”.” 

We are cwrently somewhere in Stage 1. TO move ahead Will reqoire several developments, including an 
increased onderatanding of green budgeting on the part of policy-makers, the media, and the general 
public. In the initial phases, more evaloation is needed, and this suggesta the impOrtame of setting up 
pilot programs whose impact cari be carefolly assessed. 

” David Pearce, Blueorint 3: Measurina Sustainable Develooment, Table 12.1, p. 186. 
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Appendix: Emissions Trading in the Context of a Green Budget: issues 

to be considered 
(Note: A general level of familiarity with emissions trading is assumed. Thus. this Write-up 

does not include a descrtption of the mechanics of emissions trading.) 

Overview of Emissions Trading 
The concept and practice of emissions trading is now more than 25 years old. It was intiially 

introduced in the United States in the early 1970s as a means of bringing flexibility and cost 

savings to environmental compliance requirements, in particular to the United States’ Clean Air 

Act. Early use of this economic instrument focussed on initiatives to manage American ‘criteria 

air pollutants’ (sulphur dioxide, particulate matter, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, volatile 

organic compounds, ozone and lead). Several of the more celebrated uses of emissions trading 

in the United States include the removal of lead from gasoline (eady 198O’s), reduction of use of 

chlorofluorocarbons (late 1980’s). and the American Acid Rain program (initiated through the 

1990 Clean Air Act Amendments). 

Experience with this policy tool is increasing, and consequently a gmwing number of pollutants 

are being addressed by the tool, and the range of applications is increasing. Emissions trading 

has been used to manage pollutants that lead to poor air quality (in particular, nitrogen oxides, 

volatile organic compounds and carbon monoxide), emissions to water systems (e.g.; 

phosphorous from sewage treatment plants and agriculture). Emissions trading has also been 

proposed for use with such diverse pollutants as toxics (e.g.; mercury) and refïllable containers. 

and is a central strategy in the current global warming / greenhouse gas reduction debate. It has 

been applied at the regional, state, multi-tiate and federal level in the United States and is under 

consideration at the provincial and federal level in Canada currently. 

TO date, apart from the tentative attempts to demonstrate greenhouse gas offset potential in the 

newly evolving area of global warming environmental management, there has been one 

international trade of a pollutant in a more traditional and established area of environmental’ 

regulation. Ontario Hydro, as part of the Ontario Pilot Emission Reduction Trading project, 

purchased four hundred tonnes of nitrogen oxide emission reduction credits from the Michigan 

based electric utility Detroit Edison Company in 1999. This patticular trade serves to highlight 

the potential for a market based approach, such as emissions trading. to deal with pollution 

issues that are transboundary. international and /or global in nature. 

Results Achieved Through fhe Use of Emissions Trading 
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There are two well established benefits that result from the use of an emissions trading 

approach: 

i) increased flexibility in how an emissions source complies with environmental requirements; 

and, 

ii) lower costs for achieving this compliance. 

Both of these benefïts favour the sources emitting the pollutants. On the other hand, beneftts to 

the regulating agency and public interest are not as well deftned, but potentially include: 

. earty reductions of polluting emissions due to the incentive nature of the policy tool; 

. availability of better information, due to the requirement of providing emissions 

information to document emissions reductions when participating in a trading program; 

. a possibility of a more streamlined (les-s costly) administrative effort by the regulatory 

agency in overseeing and managing the trading program as compared to a command 

and control approach; 

l greater innovation in methods and technology used to achieve environmental objectives; 

and, 

. the possibility of engaging polluting sources more readily in discussions on,tighter 

environmental objectives (due to the flexibility and lower cost of the emissions trading 

approach versus a regulatory or command and control approach). 

Two key drawbacks to emissions trading, typically noted by regulatory agencies and environment 

/ health public interest groups), include the uncertainty that it introduces in terms of achieving an 

environmental objective, and the acceptance it promotes of the recognition of propedy rtghts 

related to pollutant emissions. 

It is clearly noted that the success of an emission trading program, in achieving the disparate 

objectives of industry (compliance flexibility and lower compliance costs) and regulators and 

public interest advocates (credible achievement of reasonable I signiftcant environmental 

objectives), is directly dependent on the design and implementation features of the program. It 

must support: 

. an active market; 

. encourage participation of sufftctent numbem of sources in the market; 

. function with a minimum of intervention and in a timely manner (minimize any delay in 

processing credit creations and uses); 

l be implemented in a reasonable time frame; and. 
. be capable of tracking and assessing impact on the environment in temts of overall 

levels of emissions. 
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Experience to date with emissions trading programs has cleady demonstrated that trading itself 

Will not ensure the achievement of environmental objectives. In order for there to be a benefit to 

the environment from emissions tradtng programs, the programs must be integrated into Weil 

developed regulatory compliance structures that include established emission targets. provide 

means of enforcing requirements and prosecuting violations, and the programs must work in 

conjunction with other environmental regulatoty, economic and voluntary instruments. 

Emissions trading has proven effective at reducing compliance costs and increasing 

environmental compliance flexibility for industry. But in some cases such as the United States’ 

Acid Rain Allowance Program and RECLAIM (nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide) trading 

program in the Los Angeles area, despite authorities claiming success in meeting stated 

objectives, the environment / health public interest community have raised objections to the 

length of time involved in achieving environmental objectives, and have noted that sometimes 

the situation was made worse when the trading programs tiere fïrst implemented. 

As well, the extent of implementation of emissions trading is still limited. Despite haVinQ several 

national emissions trading initiatives, national programs that are intended to support the 

development of state level programs, and a greater than 25 year history of experience with this 

tool, fewer than two-thirds of the states have trading programs in place currently. And programs 

that are up-and-running tend to address only a small fraction of the total emission inventory of 

the pollutant in that jutisdiction. TO date, it has been predominantly used with larger industrial 

sources (stationary sources), which represent only a fraction of the total range of sources and 

contributing to emissions. For example, trading programs for nitrogen oxides and volatile 

organic compounds tend to include sources that account for less than ten per cent of the 

emission inventory, and actual trading and use of emissions reduction credits typically accounts 

for less than Qve percent of the emission inventory (although some of the newer initiatives are 

using an open market approach and are attempting to involve small sources in the trading 

program). 

Types of Emission Trading Approaches 

There are some key distinctions to be made between the two basic types of emissions trading 

programs, open market and cap and allocate. In an open market approach, there are usually no 

(or very few) limitations on which sources are eligible to participate. The diversity in types and 

sizes of sources that cari participate increases the potential cost difference for reducing a 

pollutant, which in tum strengthens the market and broadens the base of possible participants in 

the market. But this diversity also increases the number of specific reduction strategies that may 
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be undertaken and makes the task of determining the validity of the reduotion strategies more 

difficult and resource intensive. In the open market approach there are no pre-established limits 

on the quantity of emissions allowed (although there ideally are environmental objectives that 

help to create a demand for emission reduction credits), and sources voluntarily choose to create 

or use credits based on their needs and the state of the market (price and ‘quality’ of available 

credits). 

A cap and allocate program on the other hand Will identify the set of sources that are required to 

participate and Will allocate ‘allowances’ to these sources. Trading then takes place between the 

pamcipating sources, based on the allowances each has been allocated (this is the basis for the 

United States’ Acid Rain Allowance Program). This approach limits the diversity and number of 

sources involved, but cari still provide compliance cost savings and flexibility. The challenge of 

ensuring the validity of reduction strategies is more manageable than in the case of an open 

market program(due to there being a more homogeneous set of strategies to consider). but the 

cap and allocate approach introduces a signifïcant challenge in temrs of setting the initial 

allocation of emission allowanoes. 

Fedefal and Provincia/ Responsibilites 

As noted above, emissions trading programs need to be integrated with existing policy initiatives 

(regulatory, economic and voluntary instruments, and environmental objectives and targets) in 

order to be effective. Thus there must be consideration of which level of govemment should 

undertake the development of an emissions trading program, based on the nature of the 

pollutant involved (local, regional, transboundary or global impact, and the seriousness of the 

impact - ranging from a negative impact on the natural environment to a potentially fatal impact 

on human health), and the level of govemment that has responsibility for regulating that(those) 

particular pollutant(s) and / or the sources that emit the pollutant(s). 

Possible Linkages Between Emissions Trading and the Federal Budget 

Before addressing the role the federal budget might play in developing emissions trading in 

Canada, oonsideration must be given to the appropriateness of using emissions trading as a 

policy toot, along with other regulatory. economic and voluntary tools. for achieving 

envimnmental objectives in Canada. Research and assessment of the circumstanoes under 

which emissions trading Will prove advantageous to Canadian society is needed. 

TO a large extent, the connection that emissions trading may have to the federal budget is 

govemed by interpretation. Despite being an economic instrument, the use of emissions trading 
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is driven by policy levers that are not part of the budget process. The most critical lever for 

driving (encouraging the use of) emissions trading is the setting of emissions targets or limits. A 

second important policy lever is the preparedness of the regulatoiy agency to accept the use of 

‘emission reduction credits’ for compliance purposes. 

Thus the potential role that the budget cari play in the development of emissions trading may be 

somewhat limited. Nonetheless, the budget cari influence the development of emissions trading 

through both expenditure and revenue instruments. In the case of expenditure instruments, the 

role is an indirect one. Program spending. that increases the capacity of the institutional 

framework to manage emissions trading programs, Will support the development emissions 

trading programs in Canada. ‘This cari take the form of providing resources to promote: 

. the development of a registry (a central location for recording information on credit 

availability (creations, transfert, uses and retirements), price, etc.); 

. the improvement of information in the emissions inventory (to assist in determining the 

allocations or emission limits required); 

. the improvement of modelling capability (also to assist in determining the allocations or 

emission limits required); and, 

. assurance of suftïcient capability to effectively monitor, enforce and report on the 

achievement of environmental objectives. 

Revenue instruments cari possibly play a more direct role in supporting the development of 

emissions trading in Canada. TO the extent that there are emissions taxes in place presently, a 

cap and allocate approach cari be considered in place of emission taxes. Instead of using a 

financial disincentive to encourage lowering of emissions, a limit is plawd on the emissions (a 

‘cap’) and the trading program is used to promote cost effective and flexible ways of continuing 

to operate within those emission limits. 

A second role for revenue instruments is to establish emissions charges which Will raise the 

revenue needed to finance the program spending outlined above. 

The rationale for pursuing such initiatives is linked to the extent to which the government 

determines there to be a need, and demand, for the development of more flexible, less costly, 

but less certain mechanisms for attaining environmental objectives in Canada. Since emissions 
trading programs require a developed regulatoty and compliance framework to be effective, it is 

critical to ensure that such a framework is in place initially before aggressively pursuing 

emissions trading itself. 
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